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The Science Of Discworld
This is where the dragons went. They lie... not dead, not
asleep, but... dormant. And although the space they
occupy isn't like normal space, nevertheless they are
packed in tightly. They could put you in mind of a can of
sardines, if you thought sardines were huge and scaly.
And presumably, somewhere, there's a key... GUARDS!
GUARDS! is the 8th Discworld novel - and after this,
dragons will never be the same again!
The absolute, comprehensive, from Tiffany Aching to
Jack Zweiblumen guide to all things Discworld, fully
illustrated by Paul Kidby. The Discworld, as everyone
knows, is a flat world balanced on the back of four
elephants which, in turn, stand on the shell of the giant
star turtle, the Great A'Tuin, as it slowly swims through
space. It is also the global publishing phenomenon with
sales of over 70 million books worldwide (but who's
counting?). There's an awful lot of Discworld to keep
track of. But fear not! Help is at hand. For the very first
time, everything (and we mean everything) you could
possibly want to know has been crammed into one
place. If you need a handy guide to locales from AnkhMorpork to Zemphis . . . If you can't tell your Achmed the
Mads from your Jack Zweiblumens . . . If your life
depends on distinguishing between the Agatean Empire
and the Zoons . . . Look no further. Compiled and
perfected by Stephen Briggs, the man behind The
Ultimate Discworld Companion's predecessor Turtle
Recall, this is your ultimate guide to Sir Terry Pratchett's
beloved fantasy world.
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____________________ COMING TO AMAZON PRIME
ON 31ST MAY - STARRING DAVID TENNANT,
MICHAEL SHEEN AND BENEDICT CUMBERBATCH
'Marvellously benign, ridiculously inventive and gloriously
funny' Guardian ____________________ 'Armageddon
only happens once, you know. They don't let you go
around again until you get it right' According to The Nice
and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter, Witch,
Judgement Day is almost upon us and the world's going
to end in a week . . . Now people have been predicting
the end of the world almost from its very beginning, so
it's only natural to be sceptical when a new date is set for
Judgement Day. But what if, for once, the predictions are
right, and the apocalypse really is due to arrive next
Saturday, just after tea? You could spend the time left
drowning your sorrows, giving away all your possessions
in preparation for the rapture, or laughing it off as
(hopefully) just another hoax. Or you could just try to do
something about it. It's a predicament that Aziraphale, a
somewhat fussy angel, and Crowley, a fast-living demon
now finds themselves in. They've been living amongst
Earth's mortals since The Beginning and, truth be told,
have grown rather fond of the lifestyle and, in all honesty,
are not actually looking forward to the coming
Apocalypse. And then there's the small matter that
someone appears to have misplaced the Antichrist . . .
A brand-new street directory of Discworld city AnkhMorpork complete with a beautifully illustrated pull-out
map. 'There's a saying that all roads lead to AnkhMorpork. And it's wrong. All roads lead away from AnkhMorpork, but sometimes people just walk along the
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wrong way.' Ankh-Morpork! City of One Thousand
Surprises (according to the famous publication by the
Guild of Merchants)!
This volume provides a 2005 almanac Terry Pratchett
fans.
The Discworld, as everyone knows, is a flat world
balanced on the backs of four elephants which, in turn,
stand on the shell of the giant star turtle, the Great
A'Tuin, as it slowly swims through space. It is also a
global publishing phenomenon with sales of over 70
million books worldwide (but who's counting?). The
publication of Snuff brought the Discworld canon to 39
books - not including the various guides, mapps, diaries
and other side-projects. That's a lot of Discworld to keep
track of - more than most people can manage with just
the one head - but fear not: help is at hand! If you're
looking for the ultimate authority on probably the most
heavily populated - certainly the most hilarious - setting
in fantasy literature... If you need a handy guide to
Discworld locales from Ankh-Morpork to Zemphis... If
you want help telling Achmed the Mad from Jack
Zweiblumen... If your life depends on being able to
distinguish the Agatean Empire from the Zoons... ...look
no further than Turtle Recall - the latest Discworld
Companion, fully updated and completely up to Snuff!
The newest entry in Pratchett's internationally bestselling
series is a splendid send-up of government, the postal
system, and everything that lies in between.
It's no more than a breath away... Everyone needs a
place to relax after a long day, after all. So here is the
place where the Grim Reaper can kick back and take the
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load off his scythe. Here's the golf course that's not so
much crazy as insane, and the useless maze, and the
dark gardens - all brought (incongruously) to life. And
here, for the first time ever, you will find out the reason
why Death can't understand rockeries, and what hapens
to garden gnomes. As Death rides Binky into the sunset
(of other people's lives), you can at last see what he gets
up to when he's not at work.
When a wizardly experiment goes adrift, the wizards of
Unseen University find themselves with a pocket
universe on their hands: Roundworld, where neither
magic nor common sense seems to stand a chance
against logic. The Universe, of course, is our own. And
Roundworld is Earth. As the wizards watch their
accidental creation grow, we follow the story of our
universe from the primal singularity of the Big Bang to
the Internet and beyond. Through this original Terry
Pratchett story (with intervening chapters from Cohen
and Stewart) we discover how puny and insignificant
individual lives are against a cosmic backdrop of creation
and disaster. Yet, paradoxically, we see how the
richness of a universe based on rules, has led to a
complex world and at least one species that tried to get a
grip of what was going on.
A sumptuous illustrated journey through Pratchett's
bestselling Discworld universe, this lavish full-color
volume is the ultimate holiday gift for the legions of fans.
Marjorie Daw is a librarian, and takes her job - and
indeed the truth of words - very seriously. She doesn't
know it, but her world and ours - Roundworld - is in big
trouble. On Discworld, a colossal row is brewing. The
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Wizards of Unseen University feel responsible for
Roundworld (as one would for a pet gerbil).
A short but perfectly formed complete Discworld novel,
fully illustrated in lavish colour throughout, THE LAST
HERO is an essential part of any Discworld collection. It
stars the legendary Cohen the Barbarian, a legend in his
own lifetime. Cohen can remember when a hero didn't
have to worry about fences and lawyers and civilisation,
and when people didn't tell you off for killing dragons. But
he can't always remember, these days, where he put his
teeth... So now, with his ancient sword and his new
walking stick and his old friends - and they're very old
friends - Cohen the Barbarian is going on one final quest.
He's going to climb the highest mountain in the
Discworld and meet his gods. The last hero in the world
is going to return what the first hero stole. With a
vengeance. That'll mean the end of the world, if no one
stops him in time.
On A World Supported On The Back Of A Giant Turtle
(Sex Unknown), A Gleeful, Explosive, Wickedly Eccentric
Expedition Sets Out. There S An Avaricious Buy Inept
Wizard, A Naïve Tourist Whose Luggage Moves On
Hundreds Of Dear Little Legs, Dragons Who Only Exist
Ifyou Believe In Them, And Of Course The Edge Of The
Planet&
Authorised by Mr Lipwig of the Ankh-Morpork and Sto
Plains Hygienic Railway himself, Mrs Georgina
Bradshaw's invaluable guide to the destinations and
diversions of the railway deserves a place in the luggage
of any traveller, or indeed armchair traveller, upon the
Disc. *From the twine walk of Great Slack to the souks of
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Zemphis: edifying sights along the route *Ticketing,
nostrums and transporting your swamp dragon: essential
hints on the practicalities of travel * Elegant resorts and
quaint inns: respectable and sanitary lodgings for all
species and heights. * From worm-herding to Fustic
Cake: diverting trivia on the crafts, foods and brassica
traditions of the many industrious people for whom the
railway is now a vital link to the Century of the Anchovy
Fully illustrated and replete with useful titbits, Mrs
Bradshaw's Handbook offers a view of the Sto Plains like
no other.
A Young Dwarf's Dream Corporal Carrot has been
promoted! He's now in charge of the new recruits
guarding Ankh-Morpork, Discworld's greatest city, from
Barbarian Tribes, Miscellaneous Marauders, unlicensed
Thieves, and such. It's a big job, particularly for an
adopted dwarf. But an even bigger job awaits. An ancient
document has just revealed that Ankh-Morpork, ruled for
decades by Disorganized crime, has a secret sovereign!
And his name is Carrott... And so begins the most
awesome epic encounter of all time, or at least all
afternoon, in which the fate of a city—indeed of the
universe itself!—depends on a young man's courage, an
ancient sword's magic, and a three-legged poodle's
bladder.
Time is a resource. Everyone knows it has to be
managed. And on the Discworld that is the job of the
Monks of History, who store it and pump it from the
places where it's wasted (like the underwater - how
much time does a codfish need?) to places like cities,
where there's never enough time. But the construction of
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the world's first truly accurate clock starts a race against,
well, time for Lu Tze and his apprentice Lobsang Ludd.
Because it will stop time. And that will only be the start of
everyone's problems. THIEF OF TIME comes complete
with a full supporting cast of heroes, villains, yetis,
martial artists and Ronnie, the fifth Horseman of the
Apocalypse (who left before they became famous).
In the 'fantasy' universe of the phenomenally best-selling
Discworld series, events in fact mostly follow the dictates
of common sense. Everyone in Discworld knows that the
world is flat and that million-to-one chances crop up nine
times out of ten. In our own world, science tells us that
our more 'logical' universe does not obey common sense
at all. The appeal of Discworld lies in the fact that much
of it does make sense in a way that particle physics does
not. The aim of 'The Science of Discworld' is to use the
comfortable but curious science of Discworld to
illuminate the less comfortable science of our own world.
The vehicle for this is the 'Roundworld Project', set up
within Discworld by various wizards at the Unseen
University, who set out to construct a carefully tailored
magical exclusion zone, inside which magic is reduced to
nill and only rigid 'scientific' rules apply. Roundworld, it
turns out' is in fact our own universe. With us inside it.
Terry Pratchett presents here a brilliant new Discworld
story, and Ian Stewart and Jack Cohen weave around it
a hugely entertaining discussion of scientific issues in
our own universe.
Roundworld is in trouble again, and this time it looks
fatal. Having created it in the first place, the wizards of
Unseen University feel vaguely responsible for its safety.
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They know the creatures who lived there escaped the
impending Big Freeze by inventing the space elevator they even intervened to rid the planet of a plague of
elves, who attempted to divert humanity onto a different
time track. But now it's all gone wrong - Victorian
England has stagnated and the pace of progress would
embarrass a limping snail. Unless something drastic is
done, there won't be time for anyone to invent
spaceflight and the human race will be turned into icepops. Why, though, did history come adrift? Was it Sir
Arthur Nightingale's dismal book about natural selection?
Or was it the devastating response by an obscure
country vicar called Charles Darwin, whose bestselling
Theology of Species made it impossible to refute the
divine design of living creatures? Either way, it's no easy
task to change history, as the wizards discover to their
cost. Can the God of Evolution come to humanity's aid
and ensure Darwin writes a very different book? And
who stopped him writing it in the first place?
"The Globe" weaves together a fast-paced Discworld
novelette with cutting-edge scientific commentary on the
evolution and development of the human mind, culture,
language, art and science. The result is an original view
of the world we live in.
IT’S A RAT-EAT-RAT WORLD . . . Every town on
Discworld knows the stories about rats and pipers, and
Maurice – a streetwise tomcat – leads a band of
educated ratty friends (and a stupid kid) on a nice little
earner. Piper plus rats equals lots and lots of money.
Until they run across someone playing a different tune.
Now he and his rats must learn a new concept: evil . . .
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A beautiful hardback edition of the classic Discworld
novel 'Anything you do in the past changes the future.
The tiniest little actions have huge consequences. You
might tread on an ant now and it might entirely prevent
someone from being born in the future.' There's nothing
like the issue of evolution to get under the skin of
academics. Even if their field of expertise is magic rather
than biology. With the best and most interfering minds of
Unseen University somehow left in charge at a critical
evolutionary turning point, the Discworld's last continent
needs a saviour... Who is this hero striding across the
red desert? Sheep shearer, beer drinker, bush ranger,
and someone who'll even eat a Meat Pie Floater when
he's sober. In fact, it's Rincewind, a wizard so inept he
can't even spell wizard. He's the only hero left. Still...no
worries, eh?

NOW UPDATED to include material on the
Discworld books up to Raising Steam. Most of us
grow up having always known to touch wood or
cross our fingers, and what happens when a
princess kisses a frog or a boy pulls a sword from a
stone, yet sadly some of these things are now
beginning to be forgotten. Legends, myths,
fairytales: our world is made up of the stories we told
ourselves about where we came from and how we
got there. It is the same on Discworld, except that
beings which on Earth are creatures of the
imagination - like vampires, trolls, witches and,
possibly, gods - are real, alive and in some cases
kicking on the Disc. In The Folklore of Discworld,
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Terry Pratchett teams up with leading British
folklorist Jacqueline Simpson to take an irreverent
yet illuminating look at the living myths and folklore
that are reflected, celebrated and affectionately
libelled in the uniquely imaginative universe of
Discworld.
In the beginning, there was nothing but endless
flatness. Then came the Carpet... That's the old story
everyone knows and loves. But now the Carpet is
home to many different tribes and peoples and
there's a new story in the making. The story of Fray,
sweeping a trail of destruction across the Carpet.
The story of power-hungry mouls - and of two
Munrung brothers, who set out on an amazing
adventure. It's a story that will come to a terrible end
- if someone doesn't do something about it. If
everyone doesn't do something about it... Co-written
by Terry Pratchett, aged seventeen, and master
storyteller, Terry Pratchett, aged forty-three.
The Science of DiscworldRandom House
The wizards of Unseen University find that they've
accidentally created a new universe when an
experiment goes adrift. Within this universe is a
planet they name Roundworld. The Universe if of
course our own, and Roundworld is Earth. This
offers a wonderful wizards-eye view of our universe.
..and once seen it will never seem the same again...
Do we live in a simple or a complex universe? Jack
Cohen and Ian Stewart explore the ability of
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complicated rules to generate simple behaviour in
nature through 'the collapse of chaos'. 'The most
startling, thought-provoking book I've read all year. I
was pleased to learn that most of the things I thought
I knew were wrong' -- Terry Pratchett
The fourth book in the Science of Discworld series,
and this time around dealing with THE REALLY BIG
QUESTIONS, Terry Pratchett’s brilliant new
Discworld story Judgement Day is annotated with
very big footnotes (the interleaving chapters) by
mathematician Ian Stewart and biologist Jack
Cohen, to bring you a mind-mangling combination of
fiction, cutting-edge science and philosophy.
Marjorie Daw is a librarian, and takes her job – and
indeed the truth of words – very seriously. She
doesn’t know it, but her world and ours –
Roundworld – is in big trouble. On Discworld, a
colossal row is brewing... The Wizards of Unseen
University feel responsible for Roundworld (as one
would for a pet gerbil). After all, they brought it into
existence by bungling an experiment in Quantum
ThaumoDynamics. But legal action is being brought
against them by Omnians, who say that the
Wizards’ god-like actions make a mockery of their
noble religion. As the finest legal brains in Discworld
(a zombie and a priest) gird their loins to do battle –
and when the Great Big Thing in the High Energy
Magic Laboratory is switched on – Marjorie Daw
finds herself thrown across the multiverse and right
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in the middle of the whole explosive affair. As God,
the Universe and, frankly, Everything Else is
investigated by the trio, you can expect worldbearing elephants, quantum gravity in the Escherverse, evolutionary design, eternal inflation, dark
matter, disbelief systems – and an in-depth study of
how to invent a better mousetrap.
Roundworld is in trouble again, and this time it looks
fatal. Having created it in the first place, the wizards
of Unseen Univeristy feel vaguely responsible for its
safety. They know the creatures who lived there
escaped the impending Big Freeze by inven
'A marriage is always made up of two people who are
prepared to swear that only the other one snores.' From, THE
FIFTH ELEPHANT 'Inside every old person is a young person
wondering what happened.' From, MOVING PICTURES The
Wit and Wisdom of Discworld is a collection of the wittiest,
pithiest and wisest quotations from this extraordinary
universe, dealing one-by-one with each book in the canon.
Guaranteed to transport you back to your favourite or
forgotten Discworld moments it is the perfect book for diehard Pratchett fans, as well as anyone coming to the
Discworld for the first time.
THE COMPANY BUILDS PLANETS. Kin Arad is a highranking official of the Company. After twenty-one decades of
living, and with the help of memory surgery, she is at the top
of her profession. Discovering two of her employees have
placed a fossilized plesiosaur in the wrong stratum, not to
mention the fact it is holding a placard which reads, 'End
Nuclear Testing Now', doesn't dismay the woman who built a
mountain range in the shape of her initials during her own
high-spirited youth. But then came discovery of something
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which did intrigue Kin Arad. A flat earth was something new...
When Charles Darwin writes the wrong book and reverses
the progress of science, Unseen University s wizards must
once again save Roundworld (Earth, that is) from an
apocalyptic end. Ever since a wizardly experiment
inadvertently brought about the creation of Roundworld, the
wizard scholars of Unseen University have done their best to
put things on the right course. In "Darwin's Watch" they may
face their greatest challenge yet: A man called Darwin has
written a bestselling book called "The Theology of the
Species," and his theory of scientific design has been
witlessly embraced by Victorian society. As a result, scientific
progress has slowed to a crawl, and the wizards must find a
way to change history back to the way it should have been.
"DARWIN'S WATCH" EXPLORES THE REVERBERATIONS
of major scientific advances on our planet and our culture, the
dangers of obscurantism, and the theory of evolution as you
have never seen it before. This brilliant addition to Pratchett's
beloved Discworld series illustrates with great wit and wisdom
how the laws of our universe truly are stranger than fiction."
A stunning portfolio of Discworld illustrations from the brush of
Paul Kidby, Sir Terry Pratchett's artist of choice. Paul Kidby,
Sir Terry Pratchett's artist of choice, provided the illustrations
for The Last Hero, designed the covers for the Discworld
novels since 2002, and is the author of the bestselling The Art
Of Discworld. Now, Paul Kidby has collected the very best of
his Discworld illustrations in this definitive volume, including
40 pieces never before seen, 30 pieces that have only
appeared in foreign editions, limited editions and BCA
editions, and 17 book cover illustrations since 2004 that have
never been seen without cover text. If Terry Pratchett's pen
gave his characters life, Paul Kidby's brush allowed them to
live it, and nowhere is that better illustrated than in this
magnificent book. For fans old and new, this beautiful
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collectors item is the perfect gift for Christmas. 'The closest
anyone's got to how I see the characters' - Sir Terry Pratchett
'The Globe' weaves together a fast-paced Discworld novelette
with cutting-edge scientific commentary on the evolution and
development of the human mind, culture, language, art and
science. The result is an original view of the world we live in.
Unseen University are proud to present the most
comprehensive map and guide to the Disc yet produced. In
this noble endeavour, drawing upon the hard won knowledge
of many great and, inevitably, late explorers, one may locate
on a detailed plan of our world such fabled realms as the
Condiment Isles, trace the course of the River Kneck as it
deposits silt and border disputes in equal abundance on the
lands either side, and contemplate the vast deserts of Klatch
and Howondaland - a salutary lesson in the perils of allowing
ones goats to graze unchecked. This stunning work brings to
life the lands and locations of the Discworld stories in a way
never seen before. Accompanied by lavish full-colour
illustrations and a detailed world map, this is a must-have for
any Discworld fan.
Rincewind, a cowardly wizard, is the only one who can save
Discworld as it falls slowly toward a red star.
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